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1
It also pulls back the curtains to reveal the performance and site health challenges 
brands grapple with while endeavoring to provide a smooth and consistent online 
shopping experience for customers. 

In this report, we analyze the public data captured from 117 top online retail sites 
between October 1st and December 31st, 2017. The results are based on nearly

The Online Store Health and Usability (OSHU) Index was created to 
provide a window into how leading retailers succeed in the world of 
online sales.

The OSHU Index | State of eCommerce: Q4 2017
Executive Summary
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Executive Summary

1,000,000 website visits, and the identi!cation of approximately 7,000 unique site 
issues, 85,000 issue occurrences, and nearly 900 website slowdowns.

Our !ndings suggest that performance improvements made by eCommerce companies 
leading up to Q4 of 2017 and the end of the year may have generated as much as $1.5B 
dollars in additional revenues. That said, retailers’ focus on speed may have cost them 
up to $11.8B in sales due to technical and content issues they were unaware of until it 
was too late. 

Through the trends and benchmarks identi!ed over the past three months we begin to 
understand where online retailers invest their resources, what aspects of site health 
and performance they choose to focus on, and the results those choices drive. We also 
begin to see what aspects of site health are left unattended to, and the resulting 
challenges that lack of attention is responsible for. 

This report also takes an initial look into the technologies leading brands select to
build and operate their online stores, and how those platforms impact online
shopping experiences.

Finally, with Q4 encompassing the biggest shopping season of the year - the holidays - 
we will deep dive into the improvements made leading up to that period, the results

generated by sites in the OSHU on the 
biggest shopping days of the year, their 
biggest online health and performance 
wins, and their toughest losses. 
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With the launch of the Online Store Health and Usability (OSHU) Index 
this past October, we set out to answer the questions we are most 
often asked by online retailers. 

What does it mean for an online store to be fast?

What does “healthy” or “unhealthy” look like for an eCommerce site?

What technical issues are most common in eCommerce sites, and what
is their impact?

What technologies are the best online retailers leveraging to drive success?

What is my competition doing better than I am?

Monitoring began in September 2017 of the !rst 87 stores, and has since expanded to 
include 117. Moving forward that number will continue to grow. 
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Methodology

Sites featured in the OSHU index were selected as leaders in their respective retail 
categories, based on rankings in Internet Retailer and Alexa. Additionally, up and 
coming companies with rapid growth were also considered. 

Over the past 4 months, using Shoppimon’s proprietary AI-based technology, over 1 
million visits were made to the sites featured in the index. Each visit mimicked the 
experience and journey a real shopper takes on their path to purchase, in order to 
identify technical, content, and speed related issues as they occur. 

During Q4, over 7,000 unique issues were identi!ed, approximately 85,000 issue 
occurrences, and nearly 1,000 slowdowns logged. These instances ranged in severity 
from mild to severe. With severe issues and slowdowns,websites are rendered 
unshoppable, resulting in immediate lost business for the retailers that experienced 
them, and a negative brand experience for the customer. 

Based on the data collected, all online stores were evaluated and given an OSHU Score 
on a monthly basis, and then ranked in comparison to all others. The Index features 
ranking of all 117 sites, as well as Top 10 rankings within each retail category. 

The Online Health & Usability (OSHU) Score, is calculated with multiple data points, 
including: average performance, number of slowdowns and their severity, number of 
technical issues and their severity, as well as general site stability.

Apparel

Home & Garden

Jewlery

Health & Wellness

Consumer Electronics

Automotive Supplies

Beauty

Food & Beverage

Department Stores

The 9 online retail categories represented in the OSHU Index are
as follows: 

45454
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All of the sites featured in the OSHU Index are leaders in their 
respective industries. However, there are signi!cant disparities 
between stores at the top and bottom of the index. And one of the 
indicators most highly correlated with whether a site is a best or worst 
performer, or just plain OK, is general stability.

In this report we discuss stability at length. In fact, it is one of the key data points that 
directly impacts a site’s OSHU Score. So when we refer to stability it is important to 
understand its meaning. Shoppimon considers a store stable when its speed remains 
consistent over time, and issue occurrences are minor, few and far between. In the case 
of speed, naturally there will be !uxuations, however we expect performance to remain 
within a range of a site’s unique mean speed. Stores in the OSHU Index that are stable 
are rewarded with higher corresponding scores. 

Also, it is important to understand that no online store, even the best in the world, is 
immune to site issues and slowdowns. We’ve looked for them, and while several of the 
OSHU Q4 Top 10 o"er incredible shopping experiences to their customers, they stop 
short of perfection. 

The OSHU Index | State of eCommerce: Q4 2017
The Ranks
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https://oshu.shoppimon.com/
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#3

#2

#1

#4

#5

#6

#7

#8

#9

#10

#

Dollar Shave Club

Summit Racing

Birchbox

Saatva Mattress

Toyota

Nuts.com

Ritani

The Home Depot

Talbots

ASOS

Store name Q4 OSHU Score

99.59

99.15

98.71

98.66

98.11

97.66

97.44

97.27

97.27

97.26

The Top 10 retailers in the OSHU index are pushing eCommerce optimization to the 
edge. With load times in the tenths of a second and clean consistent performance, with 
few severe issues. These companies are truly best in class. 
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Top 10 by the Numbers (Q4 2017)

Average Interactive Time

.54 seconds

It’s worth noting that the top 2 sites, Birchbox and Summit Racing, are in a league of 
their own, having experienced only one slowdown each, interactive load times under 
0.2 seconds, and no severe issues over a 3 month period. The speed and consistency of 
the shopping experience they provide for their customers is truly exceptional.

While there are speed and health trends unique to di!erent retail categories, there is no 
one category that stands out within the Top 10. Instead multiple retail verticals are 
represented in this list, from Home & Garden, to Beauty, Automotive and more.

That said, there is a clear winner in terms of best performing eCommerce platform 
within the Top 10 OSHU sites. That is completely custom built stores. While leading 
retail platforms such as Hybris, Adobe Commerce, Magento, and Salesforce
Commerce Cloud are all represented in the Index, 9 of the Top 10 stores appear to
be custom builds.

This suggests that when companies look to create a high-speed, "exible site that 
successfully copes with large in"uxes of tra#c, they move away from out of the box 
eCommerce solutions, and build their websites from the ground up.   

9 of the Top 10 OSHU sites baulk ready-made
eCommerce platforms in favor of custom builds.

OSHU Score

98.15
Avg. Slowdowns per Site

3.8

The Ranks    3.1 Top 10!

https://www.birchbox.com/
https://www.summitracing.com/


The Ranks    3.2 Bottom 10!
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#115

#116

#117

#114

#113

#112

#111

#110

#109

#108

#

Pep Boys Tires

Lenovo

GODIVA

allbeauty

One King's Lane

ModCloth

Allurez

Loreal Paris

Urban Out!tters

LG

Store name Q4 OSHU Score

68.29

68.59

69.55

70.17

70.38

71.18

74.14

74.59

76.30

77.06

The Bottom 10 of the OSHU index features some surprising brand names. Even 
companies considered darlings of the eCommerce industry and leaders in their given 
retail verticals are struggling to provide customers with a smooth site experience. 
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The average site in the Bottom 10 experienced double the number of slowdowns when 
compared to sites in the Top 10 during Q4 2017. They also su!ered from 140% more 
severe issues, and were an average of 8X slower than their top performing 
counterparts.

However, being constantly plagued by a plethora of di!erent speed and health issues 
over the last three months is not the only way for a store to land in the bottom 10. In 
fact a very small number of serious errors can drive down a store’s OSHU Score and 
rank very quickly.

One King’s Lane is an excellent example of this. While on the whole this is not a fast 
store, with an average interactive load time of a meandering 3.87 seconds, its general 
health is good, and it su!ers few issues. However, during this past quarter, when things 
did go wrong, they went very wrong. In fact, this was one of the only sites to completely 
crash at one point over Black Friday and Cyber Monday weekend. 

Like the the Q4 2017 Top 10, the Bottom 10 is made up of multiple retail verticals. 
However, eCommerce platforms are much more common here than custom builds.
Just half of these sites are custom, with the other half built with various
eCommerce platforms. 

Bottom 10 by the Numbers (Q4 2017)

Average Interactive Time

4.42 Seconds
OSHU Score

71.62
Avg. Slowdowns per Site

7.6

The Ranks    3.2 Bottom 10!
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Dillards

J.Crew

allbeauty

Lenovo

Abercrombie & Fitch

JCPenney

GODIVA

Walmart

Walgreens

Lamps Plus

Store name Cumulative OSHU Score Change

40.40

33.86

25.55

21.87

19.34

15.07

14.13

14.04

13.08

13.05

In addition to the Top and Bottom 10, we looked at how mobile stores were within the 
index. While for the most part the best sites were consistently good, and the worst sites

The Ranks    3.3 Mobility Among the Ranks!
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consistently struggled, There was signi!cant mobility in the middle of the index, where 
stores often showed rapidly improved or deteriorating scores.

This alludes to the fact that when armed with the right data, and provided with the 
opportunity to change site health and performance, online retailers can have a dramatic 
impact on their stores, and in turn, sales.

However, the same is also true, that when things go wrong, if ignored or put aside, an 
otherwise healthy store can see its performance crumble. 

The Ranks    3.3 Mobility Among the Ranks!
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Leading up to Q4 of 2017, and the holiday shopping season, we saw 
online retailers invest heavily in preparation of the upcoming buying 
frenzy. In fact, between September and October of last year 
eCommerce sites saw average interactive load times drop by over 10%. 
And critically, they managed to maintain that improvement throughout 
the course of the holiday season.

Updates and upgrades made by retailers to 
improve site performance, in preparation of the 
holidays, paid o!. 

That said, some retail categories excelled during the holiday season, while others
fell behind.

The OSHU Index | State of eCommerce: Q4 2017
Speed

4
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Consumer Electronics for example, appears dead last in the OSHU index, an 
unfortunately familiar ranking for the category. These sites averaged 1.82 seconds for 
interactive load time across all shopping work!ows, a full 56% slower than the fastest 
vertical, Health & Wellness which averaged just 1.17 seconds interactive time.

Online stores on the OSHU Index, however, didn’t just increase load times leading up to 
Q4. In fact, they continued to boost performance further, by a total of 2%, over the 
duration of the quarter. Considering the strain these sites were under during this critical 
period, it’s an incredible result. In fact, OSHU sites closed out the holiday season and Q4 
of 2017, a full 13% faster than the average site on the OSHU index at the end of Q3.

Speed optimization to leading eCommerce 
sites, may have increased 2017 holiday 
revenues by $1.5B.

Adobe     estimated that online retailers would go on to sell $107.4B in merchandise 
over the 2017 holiday season, and we would estimate that approximately $1.5B of 
those sales are due to the speed improvements made by eCommerce companies 
leading up to Q4.

(1)

(2,3)

(1) Adobe Forecasts U.S. Online Sales to Surpass $100 Billion This Holiday Season.
      Adobe. 2017.

(2) How Loading Time A"ects Your Bottom Line.
      Kiss Metrics. 2011.

(3) OSHU Index.
      Proprietary Data. 2017.

Speed

http://news.adobe.com/press-release/experience-cloud/adobe-forecasts-us-online-sales-surpass-100-billion-holiday-season
https://blog.kissmetrics.com/loading-time/
https://oshu.shoppimon.com/
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A slowdown was logged when an online store’s performance slowed to at least 3 
standard deviations from its mean speed over multiple visits, so one o! instances
are disregarded.

Additionally, of those 862 slowdowns, 251, a quarter of the total, were severe. Meaning 
that these instances would have slowed stores to the point that users struggled to 
complete a purchase, and would have likely left a site, resulting in immediate lost 
business for retailers who experienced them.

Furthermore when slowdowns did occur, it took an average of just over 102 minutes for 
them to be identi"ed and corrected. Meaning that once a slowdown was ongoing it 
would be over an hour and a half before the the issue behind it was resolved.

During September of 2017, slowdowns were, on average, 4% more likely to occur. With 
298 minor and severe slowdowns identi"ed over the course of the month vs. an 
average of 287 slowdowns occurring per month during Q4. However, there was a 
dramatic change for the better when looking speci"cally at the frequency of, the more 
critical, severe slowdowns. 

Total Slowdowns

0Time in Minutes 200100 300

September Per Month Q4 Average

So how do these results stack up to the pre-holiday
shopping season?

Total slowdowns September vs. Q4 Monthly

Speed    4.1 Slowdowns!

During Q4 of 2017 we identi!ed 862 slowdowns across sites featured in 
the Online Store Health and Usability Index.

https://oshu.shoppimon.com/
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When isolating severe slowdowns and looking at them alone, we see an incredible 28% 
reduction in the number of severe slowdowns su!ered per month by sites in the
OSHU index.

Server Slowdowns

0Time in Minutes 10025 50 75 125

September Per Month Q4

Slowdowns September vs. Q4 Monthly

Beyond working to improve the stability of site performance, retailers also appear to 
have been on high alert, ready to quickly investigate the reason for slowdowns when 
they happened and make an immediate "x. While slowdowns still last for far too long, 
and had a signi"cant impact on sales, the change between September and Q4 resulted 
in a dramatic reduction of the length of time slowdowns lasted for. While in September 
the average slowdown lasted a full 2 hours and 17 minutes, during Q4 slowdown times 
were cut to 1 hour and 42 minutes, a 26% decrease.

Speed    4.1 Slowdowns!
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The below chart from Statista shows the preferred shopping times of online shoppers,
with tra!c building in the late morning and early afternoon hours, and then peaking in 
the evening between 4-9PM.

In spite of the fact that brands and merchants spent signi!cant 
resources on advanced preparations for Q4 and the holiday season, 
higher tra"c took a toll on performance. Hourly slowdown trends also 
reveal that speed instability was closely linked to expected shopping 
tra"c patterns. 

(4) Preferred time of the day for consumers in the United States to shop online as of 
      April 2015.
      Statista. 2015.

Speed    4.2 Slowdowns & Time of Day!

https://www.statista.com/statistics/476827/usa-peak-online-shopping-hours/
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Slowdowns were most likely to occur as tra!c 
increased to websites throughout the day, 
peaking at around 8PM. 

Slowdowns Occurrences by Hour

When compared with slowdown occurrences, the graph is a near mirror re!ection of 
those preferred shopping hours. With the "rst slowdown peak occurring in the late 
morning and early afternoon and then peaking at 8PM followed by a rapid drop o#. 

Speed    4.2 Slowdowns & Time of Day!
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The impact that technical and content issues have on eCommerce sites 
is di!cult to overestimate. For years, retailers have focused heavily on 
the speed of their online stores when looking to optimize conversion 
rates, and improve onsite shopping experience. And we see the fruit of 
that investment clearly through faster load times and more stable 
overall performance.

Currently sites featured in the OSHU Index have an average interactive time (the point 
at which a user can begin engaging with and navigating content on a page) of just over 
1.5 seconds. And sites in the index’s Top 10 regularly load in just 10ths of a second. 
Meaning pages load almost instantaneously, before users even realize they’ve navigated 
to them.

Yet, the eCommerce community’s focus purely on speed, leads retailers to ignore the 
impact of technical and content issues until it’s too late. Leaving them to scramble to 
understand what went wrong and why, after business is already lost and customers 
have complained. 

So how common are content and technical issues? Well, they’re 7 times more common 
than slowdowns. In fact, during Q4, 7,000 distinct technical issues were identi!ed across

The OSHU Index | State of eCommerce: Q4 2017
Issues

5
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the 117 stores featured in the OSHU Index. That’s an incredible 60 issues per site over a 
three month period. Moreover, that rate of issue occurrences in Q4 is nearly identical to 
the rate at which we occurred during September - one month prior to the holiday 
season, and the period of time during which retailers were heavily optimizing speed.

What this tells us is that issues are either not a priority, or the eCommerce industry as a 
whole is unsure of how to resolve and even prevent them. As online retailers focus on 
boosting speed, they are missing the opportunity to make a signi!cant dent in the 
negative impact these problems have on their bottom lines.

In fact, while we estimate performance improvements earned online retailers an 
additional $1.5B in sales during Q4, we estimate that technical and content issues cost 
them $11.8B. It’s therefore time for eCommerce to begin focusing on far more than 
performance and performance stability, but overall site health. 

The most common issues sites experienced during Q4 2017, include missing Font, JS 
and CSS !les, as well as missing images. The impact of these types of problems ranges 
dramatically from minor (e.g. a missing design element that may go unnoticed by 
customers) to severe, such as missing main product images, broken 3rd party 
integrations, or CSS !les for a full page or site missing, rendering it unusable. 

However, while the frequency of the above issues is disconcerting, they are not the only

Performance improvements may have 
gained retailers $1.5B in sales, but technical 
site issues cost them $11.8B.

OSHU sites are monitored from the perspective of their shoppers, with 
data collected and logged on any issue occurrences that correlate to 
potential revenue loss.

Issues    5.1 Issue Frequency & Impact!



Customers communicate.
So a severe issue resulting in 1 lost sale quickly 
turns into many. 
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ones eCommerce sites faced over the past three months. Many of which occurred less 
often, but were potentially more serious. 

Other types of issues experienced by OSHU sites include full site downtime, broken 
search, and missing store pages. Additionally, these errors, particularly downtime and 
missing pages, completely block a shopper’s path to purchase, meaning guaranteed lost 
sales. And it’s important to remember that customers communicate with one another. 
So, when one person has a bad experience on a site, it’s highly likely that they will share 
that with friends or family, deterring them from potentially visiting and purchasing from 
the same store. Thus, 1 lost sale quickly turns into many.  

Issues    5.1 Issue Frequency & Impact!
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Nearly 3/4 of issues related to missing images and design elements, which are likely to 
disrupt a customer’s onsite shopping experience. Approximately 25% of all issues are 
likely to stop a customer dead in their tracks. These problems included, but are not 
limited to: 

Missing Images

2.1%

10.8%

0.6%

23.3%
2.3%

1.4%

51.3%
Missing Design Elements

Missing Product Image

Missing JavaScript Files

Page Error

Missing CSS Files

Missing page

Missing Font Files
7.0%

0.7%
Broken Search

Issue Frequency Q4 2017

Missing
Pages

Missing
Stylesheets

Site
Downtime

Broken
Search

Exposed Error
Messages

When technical or content issues like these occur they stand to result in immediate lost 
sales. And when they happen during the holiday season, they can be an absolute

Issues    5.2 The Most Common Issues & How to Handle Them!



disaster. Often resulting in tens of thousands of dollars or more in lost sales, before 
retailers even become aware there is a problem.

How do we know that issues aren’t identi!ed and resolved immediately? While 
Shoppimon logged over 7,000 unique site issues across all 117 OSHU sites during Q4 
2017, these issues were not one time occurrences at all. In fact, if we look at recurring 
and ongoing technical and content problems that a"ected these stores over this three 
month period we are looking at approximately 85,000 issue occurrences.

This discrepancy tells us that retailers are either unaware of issues for an extended 
period, cannot identify their root cause or execute a !x, or choose to leave issues 
unresolved for any number of reasons.  

23

7,000 unique issues, and 85,000 issue occurrences hit stores 
featured in the OSHU Index during Q4 2017.

Telling us that retailers are either unaware of 
issues, cannot identify their root cause or execute 

a !x, or choose to leave issues unresolved.

Issues    5.2 The Most Common Issues & How to Handle Them!
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One of the most important decisions brands and retailers make 
regarding their eCommerce sites is whether to go with a custom build 
or an out-of-the-box solution. And should they choose to use a known 
eCommerce platform, the question then becomes, which one?

Adobe Commerce (5)

Oracle Commerce (11)

Salesforce Commerce Cloud (13)

Magento (7) 

IBM Websphere (7)

Custom Built (63) 

The majority of online stores currently listed in the Online Store Health and Usability 
Index are custom built. Yet many major eCommerce platforms also represented in the 
index. It is however, important to note that just under 120 sites are currently 
represented in the index. So, as this number grows, so too will the number of stores on 
each platform, resulting in more robust data and trends.  

For this !rst quarterly report, we removed all data on platforms with less than 5 sites 
featured on the index, resulting in the following list, including 106 of the 117 sites 
currently in the OSHU Index:

The OSHU Index | State of eCommerce: Q4 2017
eCommerce Platform Performance

6
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Among the platforms represented in the OSHU Index, Adobe Commerce comes out on 
top with the highest average OSHU Score, representing the best overall health and 
performance. Custom built sites follow Adobe Commerce, and considering that over 
half of all sites on the index are custom built, this was a surprise.

While brands that are struggling with eCommerce performance also have custom built 
sites, it seems on the whole, that retailers are using custom builds in an e!ort to 
optimize the shopping process for both speed and greater overall reliability. 

And while these results are still initial, it would seem that custom sites are therefore 
healthier than most of their platform-based counterparts. 

The two platforms that struggled most throughout the quarter were Magento, which 
came in last, and Salesforce Commerce Cloud. Salesforce Commerce Cloud, previously 
Demandware, actually seemed to experience several periods of instability over the past

Platform

92.94

90.58

88.50

85.81

85.59

85.21

Oracle Commerce

IBM WebSphere

Salesforce
Commerce Cloud

Magento

Custom

Adobe Commerce

Avg. OSHU Score

three months. There were for example 
three days during October (4th-5th and 
the 20th) where all of the Salesforce 
Commerce Cloud sites monitored in 
the OSHU Index experienced multiple 
outages, a!ecting major brand names 
like Lush.

As OSHU grows and expands we will 
add additional sites from each of these 
platforms, and continue to collect data 
on the similarities and di!erences 
between each.

eCommerce Platform Performance
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Leading up to Thanksgiving weekend, we reported that online stores in 
the OSHU Index cut their average load times by 9%, and reduced the 
resolution time of severe slowdowns by nearly 40% over the previous 
30 days.

Yet despite the intensive preparations made for the holiday season's big kicko!, many 
websites struggled with the heavy load they were under, resulting in reduced stability,

Thanksgiving through Cyber Monday
(industry by the Numbers)

Technical issues
4X more likely to occur 
on Cyber Monday than 

average day

Severe Performance 
issues took 33% longer

to resolve

Stores su!er 2X more 
severe slowdowns on 

Black Friday than 
average day

https://learnmore.shoppimon.com/oshu-index-october-2017/
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slowdowns, technical issues, and even complete downtime.

Meaning that, despite good intentions, the positive uptick we saw in store health prior 
to Thanksgiving did not carry over to the year’s biggest shopping weekend. 

Based on data from approximately 10,000 visits to over 100 major online retail brands, 
we estimate that eCommerce businesses lost an average of 13% of online sales to 
speed and health issues during the holiday weekend. Which is identical to losses 
expected in online retail on any day throughout the year.

However, with a combined $14.49B in online sales taking place over the course of just 
three days (Thanksgiving, Black Friday, and Cyber Monday) that equates to an 
incredible $1.88B in sales that retailers missed out on. Meaning that losses in sales on 
these days in particular, even if the ratio isn't higher, are far more catastrophic to a 
retailer's bottom line. 

It is clear that not all holiday preparations were created equal. With nearly all retailers 
improving site usability leading up to the holiday, but most unable to maintain the 
bene!ts of that optimization during Thanksgiving, Black Friday & Cyber Monday. While 
some retailers managed to provide near "awless experiences to their shoppers, at 
times better than on an average day, others fumbled during the most critical shopping 
days of the year. 

Retailers lost a staggering $1.88B to site issues
and slowdowns between Thanksgiving and
Cyber Monday.

Black Friday through Cyber Monday

https://learnmore.shoppimon.com/black-friday-cyber-monday-results/
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Q4 of 2017 saw online retail sales reach new heights, with Adobe 
estimating that well over $100B    would be spent online during the 
holiday shopping season - an all time record.

We are now seeing several key trends across leading retail stores.

(5)

The best sites are custom builds. While top retail stores leverage a plethora of 
eCommerce platforms the best of the best are consistently custom built sites.

1

2 It’s time to go beyond speed optimization. Improving speed has lead to best in 
class online stores demonstrating load times of just 10ths of a second. So fast, that 
these websites literally load in the blink of an eye. Website issues however, do not 
receive the same level of attention. Every site on the OSHU Index experienced a 
range of technical and content issues. Together these leading online retail stores 
su!ered from 7,000 unique issues and nearly 85,000 occurrences. And it’s issues 
like these that cost the eCommerce industry approximately $11.8B during Q4 2017.

(5) RetailDive. 2017.

https://www.retaildive.com/news/online-holiday-spend-could-break-100b/512551/
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(6) eMarketer. 2017.

Closing

As 2018 kicks o! we will be watching to see how the eCommerce industry grows and 
develops. The year is set once again to to be a record breaker, with eMarketer predicting 
global online sales will reach near $2.8 trillion.     And the OSHU Index will continue to 
have a "rst row seat to how the world’s best retailers drive success, and how they 
handle the biggest challenges to their site health and performance along the way.

(6)

Retailers struggled on the biggest shopping days of the year. We estimate that 
retailers lost $1.88B in sales between Thanksgiving and Cyber Monday, and it took 
months of preparations to generate those results. We identi"ed improvements in 
performance and overall site health across ! of all OSHU sites leading up to 
Thanksgiving weekend. A trend that once again continued following the holiday 
weekend. However, between Thanksgiving and Cyber Monday, we the record 
breaking rate at which customers were purchasing online, retailers struggled to 
maintain the gains they had made, leading to more slowdowns, more issues, and 
several instances of full site crashes.
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https://www.emarketer.com/Report/Worldwide-Retail-Ecommerce-Sales-eMarketers-Estimates-20162021/2002090
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#1

#2

#3

Sears

Marks & Spencer

Walmart

97.66

95.97

94.92

OSHU Score

#1

#2

#3

Nuts.com

Whole Foods Market

SodaStream

97.68

96.99

94.99

OSHU Score

Talbots

 ASOS

ZAPPOS

#1

#2

#3

97.27

97.26

96.38

OSHU Score

Summit Racing

Toyota

Tire Rack

#1

#2

#3

99.12

98.13

95.81

OSHU Score

#1

#2

#3

Dollar Shave Club

iHerb

Swanson

98.75

96.89

95.95

OSHU Score

Birchbox

Avon

Sephora

#1

#2

#3

99.60

97.04

96.78

OSHU Score
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Appendix A

#1

#2

#3

Saatva Mattress

The Home Depot

Wayfair

98.60

97.27

95.13

OSHU Score

Fitbit

Dell

Apple

#1

#2

#3

95.62

94.12

93.29

OSHU Score

Ritani

James Avery

Blue Nile

#1

#2

#3

97.44

97.26

97.10

OSHU Score
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About

By visiting an eCommerce site the same way real shoppers do, 
Shoppimon behaves like a 24/7 secret shopper, identifying any 
problems that impact their experience or ability to make a purchase. 

Shoppimon. Because we’ve all got issues. 

www.SHOPPIMON.com

Built for the world's top online brands and systems integrators, Shoppimon ensures 
they know when business critical issues happen, drills straight down to their root cause, 
and suggests a !x before actual shoppers ever encounter a problem.

The average eCommerce store loses 12.4% of annual revenues to site issues no one is 
aware of until it's too late. 

Shoppimon was built to help put a stop to that loss - with zero setup, zero integration, 
and zero maintenance. 

319319




